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Nifty Profit Netted For Scholarships
Budgets Good
In Publications
Union This Year

Thieves Market & Hot Dog
Stand, Nat Largest Returns

A LA MODE??

Council at Standstill re Wagner's Policy

By SKOOK BAILEY
Harold
McKinney,
retiring
chairman of the Publication:
Union, held a meeting last Thurs
day which showed all publica
ticns in the black, voted for Pub
lication Union Keys, elected new
officers and presented an am^snd
ment to the constitution to be
passed.
Amendment to Be Added
Article VII, Section 1, of the
Student Publications Union Constitution is to be changed to read:
"The editors and business managers and the advertising commissioner shall be elected by a
vote of the members of the Student Association, the candidate
for each office receiving a simple
majority number of votes being
elected."
In the recent editorial race the
old rule, stating ''the person receiving the highest number of
votes," still applied, since complete action on the amendment
had never been taken.
Financially Stable

SmilE s and p e from ear to ea r, Ellie Smith a nd D
S sson are
the c kampior pie-eaters en campus. Don finished h pie first.
bul c ves Ell e all the cr edit si nee she stuffed It in h i r and as a
tsam they ca*Dtured the hono s. See page 8 for t h e ::omplete
sLory on the Fiesta.

DR. HOLT INTRODUCES PEPPER
AT RALLY FOR THE SENATOR
STOP MUD SLIH6ING, HE

Friedland's
TELLS BOTH CINDIDATES
Gay Senior Art As the strains of Dixie died
last Tuesday night in OrI Exhibit Sundayaway
lando's Memorial Junior High

By KAY HOSEA
Settling back to a more leisurely pace, Student Council members
confined themselves to routine matters, and a more oi-ganized discussion of college matters.
In a statement on the tentative results of the Fiesta, Professor
Fenlon, cashier, reported that the net profit up till midnight Saturday
night amounted to $1311.31. Fenlon stressed the tact that this was
by no means the final outcome of the Fiesta as some groups have
not as yet turned in all their money. The Independent Women led
the college concessions, netting a total of $87.00, but tho ThievesMarket, sponsored by the Woman's Association, topped all profits
by taking in a total of $426.19.
- - <S> Ken Horton reported that the
NotOfficialYpt
R „ f ™"""itt3e he had appointed to
l^ur-yyilH^lUl
I HI.,I3UI.^^^
President Wagner, as a result
' of last week's sizzling council
meeting, had trouble finding the
President as he was out of town
No comments could be obta •d until Thursday.
Nevertheless,
from' President Wagr
Ken and Ed Cushing saw him in
ing the following story that
personal conferences, and reportreleased by the Associated Press. \ ed that 'Wagner is quite conSeveral channels must be cleared cerned ^ th the rumors that are
before the complete story is r e - ' flying" but had no comment, and
vealed, but some move has been "would like to sleep on it."
made toward purchasing the
A burst of laughter followed the
Belcher Oil firm.
reading of Miss Neville's request
MIAMI (AP) Rollins College of for the use of the Center next
Winter Park is making an inves- Sept. 27 and 28 in order to registigation into the possible purchase ter new students. The Council
iof the muiti-million-dollar Bel- generously agreed to allow Miss
Cher Oil Co., it was learned.
Neville to use whatever she
A spokesman for the oil firm, needed for her work,
the assets of which are estimated , Many people seem to want the
to be worth around $15 million, use of the Center, for the Winter
confirmed that the college made Park High School has requested
the first move, but the company's it for a dance April 29. This prosome 100 stockholders first mu:;t posal was also passed, so all stugive approval.
^ents can plan ahead to drink
Under terms of the tentativ- their cokes elsewhere that night.
purchase agreement, the spokesArt Gregory announced that the
man said the present management second Amateur Night will be
would continue as bond deben- held this Wednesday in the Centures were outstanding.
ter. He urged all groups that did
This might continue for 20 years not participate last week to get
spokesman said.
skit together and "come
Details of the negotiations were
not available. Neither officials of
the oil firm nor the college would
The heart ol a fool is in his
comment.
:iouth, but the mouth of a wise

Rollins May Buy
Belcher Oil Firm

By HARRY BALDWIN
School, Dr. Hamilton Holt, PresiFinancial reports from the ToNat Friendland, a graduating dent Emeritus of Rollins College
mokan, "R" Book, Flamingo and art major, is giving his Senior took the stage to introduce SenaSandspur showed them to be in Exhibit at the Morse Gallery from tor Claude Pepper to an audience
the black. The Tomokan "R" April 30 to May 7. On the opening of some 1,000 supporters.
Book and Flamingo had a balance Sunday the Rolli.ns String Quartet
With primary voting scheduled
which will be put in sinking funds jwiU play chamber music for the for May 2nd, this was Pepper's
for those publications or new sup- visitors, from 7 to 9 in the eve- last speech in Orlando in his camplies will be purchased.
The j ning.
paign to defeat Representative
Sandspur
report
showed
the
The show will consist of thirty George Smathers bid for the
newspaper having a small bal- oil paintings and several pieces of Democratic nomination for U. S.
ance, but it was expected to clear sculpture, being a good selection Senator.
som^e money at the end of the of Friedland's work during his
Receiving an ovation in which
year, although last week's issue years at Rollins. Friedland has a many of the audience stood to apput them slightly in the red.
strong command of the oil medi- plaud. Dr. Holt challenged the
Resigned
um; one observes that he knows senatorial candidates and their
Marjory James, recently quali- ' exactly what he wants to do, and supporters to cut out tho diatribe
fied business manager of the Fla- that he does it in an orderly and and start talking about the actual
mingo, sent in her letter of resig- thoroughly professional manner. issues.
In his introduction. Holt praised
nation due to a change in plans, The colors are deep and rich, the
whereby she will not be attend- shapes definite and forceful, the the Senator from Florida as a man
structures
carefully
organized, who has attained influence by
ing Rollins next Fall. Tentatively
SNAKE CHARMER!
' and the whole presentation evokes mastering the written and spoken
the co-editors, Oallas Williams
a feehng of real life. Each picture word and then championed liberal
and Gordon Ciark, will assume
is a functioning entity in its own thought within and without the
the business manager's responsiright; there is all the warmth and halls of Congress.
bilities.
vividness of nautre, although well
Indicting the campaign actics of i "Hay Fever," a sophisticated
Other resignations were re- under the control of this able
both parties, Holt said, "The cam- ! comedy by Noel Coward, will be
ceived from Joe Popeck, Bob Van brush.
paign has been fought in a way to presented in the Fred Stone TheaHoose and Skook Bailey.
Nat spent quite a while in India make the judicious grieve. Both tre May 3-7 by the Phi Beta FraNew Officers
during the war, and several of his candidates have descended to per- ternity, a national professional
All incoming and outgoing of- finest pictures have to do with sonalities, many of their support- fraternity of music and speech.
ficers were invited to this meet- Indian
subject
matter—street ers have indulged in half truths, Proceeds from this play will go to
ing at which Bill Frangus was scenes, groups of figures, land- false inferences, and misstate- the Phi Beta Scholarship Fund.
elected chairman and
Hester scapes and the like. Also there ments of fact."
The story, taking place in
Davis, secretary. Both of these are good many Florida landscapes,
Asking for an honest and open England, is centered arou nd the
officers hold executive positions all handled with Friedland's typi- stand on the issues of the day by weekend escapades of the slighily
on member publications.
cally unequivocal authority. His both candidates. Holt said, "Let us eccentric family of a retired actmost recent work is abstract, and • ask them to tell us in detail and ress. Directed by Virginia Walker,
Union to Get Keys
this drawing-room comedy is an
It was voted that all student has to do wth a thorough-going- with candor and sincerity how
. all student product'on. The cast,
and faculty members who worked investigation into the significance they propose to vote on them."
includes Mary Delano, Paul RunDisplaying
his
usual
wit.
Dr.
|
of
abstract
planes
in
various
relawith the Student Publications
yon, Tia Crawfovd, Betty Garret,
Union during the past year would tionships. But for Friedland, even Holt reminded his audience that!
Courageous Dale Travis, picWally Moon, Hale Alpern, Kit
he
himself
had
once
run
as
a
I
straight
lines
and
flat
areas
of
receive keys. It has been several I
tured above, calmly holds a
Johnson, Gerry Walker, and Peggy
years since keys were given to \ color take on life, and seem to be Democratic candidate for Senator'
spreading adder at the Fiesta
in Connecticut.
He added, "I | Burnett. Paul Runyon, assisted
the union's members since t h e y : made of flesh and blood.
grounds. Yes, he's tame . . .
by Hale Alpern, is designing the
need
not
tell
you
who
won,
except
usually found themselves in a, All of his work bears the stamp
or else charmed!
(Continued on Page 8)
I
of patience, method and sincerity.
deficit at the end of the year.

^^Hay Fever''
Next Weeh At
Fred Stone
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CBS TELEVISION OFFERS $
FOR BEST VIDEO SCRIPTS
Thousands of students in the nation's 1800 universities and colleges are hammering the midnight
typewriter this semester, as they
explore an uncharted area of
literary creation to produce scripts
for the CBS Awards Drama
Writing Contest.
It's clear that the entrants regard the competition as more than
a series of opportunities to win
$500 for an hour length script or
$250 for a half hour script. They
see a challenge to pioneer in a new
creative medium.
The CBS awards competition,
association with
administered
i c , independent
World Video^
television producing organization,
will be conducted in four stages.
Entries will be accepted through
J u n e 20, 1950. Entries dated later

than the 20th of March, April, or
May will be automatically entered
in the succeeding competition
period.
No scripts may be submitted
without official, numbered entry
blanks which must be obtained by
writing directly to:
CBS Awards
Headquarters:
15 East 47th Street
New York City
The competition is open only to
students 18 years of age or over
who are residents of the United
States and are attending accredited colleges or universities in
the Continental United States,
, All entries must be original
' television dramas which have ing novels, short stories, plays or
| never been produced on the air other literary creations will be
or published. Adaptions of exist- | disqualified

1'^
^ / Fau/Sashy, MiM/eSury, '38
Aft Me//ijience, (/.S. ^trForce

An excellent student at Middlebury College, Vermont, Paul found time to win
the coveted All Sports Trophy in his
senior year. He graduated in June, 1938,

His big plane education was topped with
23 missions over the far-famed "Hump,"
flying C-54 transports. After V-J Day, he
stayed on in the Far East until March of
1948—specializing in Air Intelligence.

He then joined a coated paper mill firm as
research and control man. Pearl Harbor
changed all that—Paul went to Maxwell
Field to begin Aviation Cadet training.

Back home, after accepting a Regular Air
Force Commission, Captain Buskey went
to Air Tactical school, was there rated an
outstanding student, and won assignment
to Command and Staff school.

An outstanding Cadet, 2nd Lt. Paul
Buskey was held over as an instructor
after graduation. Then he was assigned as
a pilot in the Air Transport Command.

Today, Captain Buskey is an Air Intelligence Officer on M A T S Headquarters
Staff at Andrews Air P orce Base near
Washington, D. C. He looks forward to a
rewarding future in the U. S. Air Force.

If you are single, between the ages of 2 0 and 2 6 ! ^ ,
with at least two years of college, consider the many
career opportunities as a pilot or navigator in the
U. S. Air Force. Procurement Teams are visiting many
colleges and universities to explain these career
opportunities. Watch for them. You may also get full
details at your nearest Air Force Base or U. S. Army
and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station, or b y writing to
the Chief of Staff, U. S. Air Force, Att: Aviation Cadet
Branch, Washington 2 5 , D. C.

U.

S.

A/R

FORCE

ONLY T H E BEST G A N BE A V I A T I O N C A D E T S !

GEORGE FRANKLIN
By JACK MEHLEK
Many years ago in the jungles
of Tennessee a baby tiger named
George was born. From an early
age this stripe-ling (so his parents
called him), laid down the law.
He demanded a tankard of golden
bubbles each day after his feedings were administered. A modest
harbinger of the years to come.
At the age of four Georgie
transported his family from their
lair and journeyed to far off Florida land and sunny Hialeah. Needless to say it didn't take our
sprouting hero long to get the lay
of the land.
He amazed and
oftened frightened the little girls
with his rebel growls and enormous capacities of consumption. (He
was now buying his beer by the
case). However, at this time, his
accomplishments
were
overI shadowed by a marvelous event—
I coal-black ringlets were forming
m magnificent numbers upon
George's erstwhile smooth pate.
In the years
that
followed
Gorgeous" grew and grew as did
his wondrous tar locks and
miraculous deeds.
He enrolled in a high school,
Jcickson by name, where in his
leisure moments he played at football and baseball. The Tiger contmued to attract young ladies by
the safari load, but never found
owe that could match his vast
propensities (as his friend Miss
I''ackham later termed it).
In the year 1942 George volunIf ered his services to the Army
Air Corps, and, after three months
in the states during which time he
was shorn of magnificent mop, he
was shipped to jolly England
where he fought the Battle of the
Bitters. Professor Bradley cites
the month of March in 1946 as the
date when George Franklin entered Roiiins College. Here the
greatest achievements of the
Tiger's life were recorded. He
continued to be active in athletics,
a letterman in football and crew.
In student activities he was ever
in the foreground: a member of
the Student Council, president of
L a m b d a Chi Alpha Fraternity, active in ODK, and listed in Who's
Who in American Colleges and
Universities.
April, 1950, finds George completing his economics and education major, and at the peak of his
propensity.
As to the future,
George plans to teach if he can't
make an honest living, and thinks
it will be a while before he settles
down. And, oh yes, Tiger has
solved the problem of his growing
propensity, temporarily at least.
He now has a syphon attached to
his bedside whic hin turn connects
to the main tap at Harper's. Every
now and then Jack and onny give
a pump to make sure things are
flowing well.
The history of the world is the
ecord of a man in quest of his
aily bread and butter.
We do not count a man's years,
until he has nothing else to count.
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BIGWIGS TACKLE WELFARE STATE
By MARSHA MULHOLLAND

MEET YOUR PRESS AUTHORS PLOT
THE FUTURE

ght at one of those
rare
moments
when he was nol
at the business
With atomc power and super
end of a camera.
The
c a m p u s rockets a reality and space travel
'
almost
within the grasp of science,
iinving Photographer. Stan is a I the aspect of science fiction, that
glorified Buck Rogers stuff, has
become less fantastic and more
has
been stomachable to the man i nthe
Stan Rudd
taking
pictures
; street. It is a sign of the times
since his high school days.
ther be riding a that science fiction is steadily
wielding that wicked , growing more and more popular
typewriter on the and threatens to take the place of
news staff. But the detective novel as a source of
w e l l - t r a i n e d , entertainment. The big publishEnglish m a j o r i ers have already taken the prothat she is, and duction of the new field from the
a freshman at hands of the little shoestring con,|!that, she works cerns and are rushing to get even
'^like mad at on- third rate material into print. Two
the-spot report- new radio shows are putting scii n g ^ and
ends ence fiction before an even wider
Cathy Hosea up, as she says, audience and Hollywood has
—on the spot. At present she scheduled an extravagant technicontemplates a scathing editorial I color production dealing with a
demanding a way to rid the trip to the moon for release this
Cloverleaf loudspeaker of That
screech.
One of the big attractions of
Since being injured on the base- science fiction is that the vast bulk
ball diamond. Chuck has taken of it is written by men who are
to hacking what scientists themselves and take the
he terms "third, medium of fiction as a method for
string
s p o r t s letting down their hair and putstoiies" for the ting forth new, sometimes, untried
Sandspur.
H e theories. This gives the tales a
su'^pects that his ring of authenticity. So much so
V. iiting tenden-:in feet thai during the last war a
cies stem as an •physicist writing a science fiction
unnatural
result serial for one of the pulp magaV
of four years ex- zines cam* dangerously close to
porting performances. The cast
perience in writ- revealing the exact procedure
Chuck Ayres
seemed very much relieved when
•ports in the Air used in making atom bombs. The
ng efficiency
he came on stage.
Corps. During the off season, investigating FBI found lo their
Baptista, the perplexed father
Keene, New Hampshire will have chargrin thai such accurate ficNext week the Rollins Radio to make itself big enough to hold tional speculation had been going
of Katherina, was portrayed by
on for years.
Jack Sayers. Jack gave the part players begin a new series of this freshman.
dramatic presentations over local
intelligence but little emotion.
All of which brings us to the
After serving 1 year's stretch as volume at hand, a nicely bound
Eugene Smith as Grumio ser- Orlando stations. Actors for the
By JOHN WHITMIRE
of the Sandspur, anthology of science fiction stories
For the last performance of the vant to Petruchio, made the most shows are being casted from the Feature Editor
Dallas has been entitled "Men Against the Stars."
season the Rollins Players have !of his part and was very satisfy-, regular radio class. The producparoUed to the | Even for STF (as affectionados
attempted Shakespeare's comedy ing; Carolyn Alfred, as Bianca, i tions are under the direction of
post of s t a f f ; label science fiction) this book
professional
announcer
Phil
Gainwas
very
attractive
and
had
the
of the yoking of a young woman's
writer. Also co- comes close to being a tour de
derisive tongue and fiery spirit by most beautiful costumes of the es who will be assisted by Jug
editor
of
the I force, for these fights of the imagia gallant and determined suitor. production; Jack Belt, as Lucentio, Stang and Dave Cramp.
Flamingo.
She nation are arranged in order to
Two shows are being recorded
Lydia Dorsett, as the shrew seemed to have trouble deciding
claims to spend' present a future history of man
Katherina, gave the play its spark whether he was playing a rather • this week at studios in radio staher waking hours and his conquest of space; the first
of truth and meaning. At each foppish young man o r ' a soldier- tion WHOO for future presentaMilely in the pur- tale dealing with a trip to the
entrance she seemed to awake a type suddenly smitten with love; tion. The group is using profesof
moon, the last with a dying, exsomewhat dozing stage and to set Robert Peck gave a rather tongj.e- sional scripts as well as scripts
hausted earth. In between are
Dallas Will:
the tempo of the whole play. In in-cheek performance and seemed written by students.
stories of man's colonization of the
showing t h e change in Katherina : slightly self-conscious at all times.
planets in the solar system, and
from the tempestuous girl of the
Dick Hill's costumes showed. SHREW SCENE
the expansion of the empire to
first part into the more mature great care and dilligence. They
other galaxies. Despite the exwoman of the last scenes Mrs. were colorful and spectacular, but
travagance of the themes, the
Dorsett displayed great versitility the color and spectacle was intelstories frequently retain a high
of expression, gesticulation, and ligently executed and balanced to ,
degree of literary value, and in
inflection. She wisely chose to form a harmonious pattern within
any event are never dull.
play the part with a simplicity the frame of the proscenium.
and honestness that gave KatheriThis fictional hypothesis of
Wilbur Dorsett's peppermintna genuine personality and made stick set was clever and showed
whal-might-be is complimented
her moods credible. Her perform- originality and taste.
with a fact article by Ihe nation's
ance was one of the most capable
top rocket experi, Willy Ley
Over the entire
production
of the entire
sketching exactly what progress
there seemed to bea feeling of unhas been made toward manufacAs the patient suitor, Howard certainty and haste. In fact, it:
turing an actual space ship and
appeared
at
many
times
as
if
Mr.
Bailey who directed the show and
what it may be expected to be
starred, gave Petruchio grace and Bailey did not have enough time
like.
smoothness.
He achieved
in in his two-fold job to tell many of
If you are interested in a book
creating a gallant blade, both the actors what their lines m e a n t '
that is stimulating entertainment
youthful and daring as well as and h a w they should be delivered.
without
being encumbered by the
The
play
was
saved
completely
by
mature and seasoned. His Petrulimits of everyday existence then
chio is very sophisticated and at Mrs. Dorsett and Mr. Bailey and it
this should be your meat.
times almost urbane. He handled is unfortunate that the rest of the
"Men Against the Stars" Ed. by
the part with a professional poise company could not have been out
Martin Greenberg, Gnome Press.
A scene from the new Annie Russel presentation. Taming of the
much needed to gloss over the front to watch them and to absorb
351
pages. $2.95.
their
poise.
Shrew.
rough ends of many of the supWhat is a Welfare State? Are
we building one without knowing
it? Can we afford it? These were
some of the questions discussed
and debated at Mademoiselle's
Seventh Annual College Forum
held at the Roosevelt Hotel in
New York City April 15, 1950.
Elmo Roper, public opinion
analyst and author was the first
speaker on the forum. His topic
was "What the People Mean by
the Welfare State." There are five
hazards in modern industrial society: disease, ignorance, squalor,
idleness, and want. In a welfare
state, the government would have
to institute a comprehensive, wellplanned job of providing against
all thoese hazards. Great Britain
began back in 1897 with its workman's compensation act. The biggest factor would be the cost to
the government. In a welfare
state the government needs a
larger federal budget which means
ultimately more control. But Mr.
Roper seemed to think that there
was a middle road whereby wc
could have free enterprise and a
welfare state such as exists in
Australia.
Arthur N. Holcome, from Government Department of Harvard
University, was the next speaker
on the topic: "History of Promoting the General Welfare in the
United States." The fields where
the government has already rendered aid in terms of the welfare
state are:
religion, education,

THE SHREW
IS TAMED

health, natural resources, and especially in the Middle East,
transportation and communication. there will be many questions
Holcome put the emphasis on the about our method as well as our
cost of a welfare state. Right now objective. In regard to Russia Mr.
seventy-one percent of each tax Clapp says that Russia expects
dollar goes for military expenses. the United States to lapse into a
Taxes would have to be higher to depression. What we do domespay for a welfare state. He ended tically has everything to do with
by saying that the government of our influence abroad. We are the
the United States may become a ones with the opportunity becaust
welfare state if Congress should Russia lacks our dynamics.
conclude it was proper under the
John K. Jessup of Fortune
circumstances.
magazine talked about Great
Gordon R. Clapp, chairman of Britain in regard to the welfare
the Tennessee Valley Authority state outside of the United States.
and Chief of United Nations Eco- Great Britain's welfare is better
nomic Survey Mission for the established than ours but it has a
Middle East, spoke on "The Wel- price tag on it. In Great Britain
fare State and Foreign Policy" at 30% of all money earned passes
the luncheon given by Mademoi- through government hands and
selle. His first important point 40%
of the government's total
was that underdeveloped coun- budget is spent on welfare. Howtries lack the capital to develop ever, the people feel overtaxed.
their economies. Second was the The British spend more money on
fact that we need to find a basis alcohol and tobacco than they do
for cooperation which is not easy. on rent because of the high taxes.
We must choose between domina- The cost of the medical and health
tion and assistance, and guidance. plan has gone way over its budget.
Next is the lack of technical com- The state of public morals shows
petence in underdeveloped coun- a degree of development of mutries. Finally is the necessity of tual aid. The British are a much
helping those in foreign countries more homogenous people in a
develop a state of mind and un- smaller area with almost a tribal
derstanding of the economics that sense of obligations that the penthey can develop. If we help pie in the United States.
foreign countries w e must not exAfter hearing all the speakers
pect to be rewarded with grati- the delegates broke up into dK
tude;. Foreigners always magnify cussion groups with the diffen ul
our shortcomings and lose sight of speakers to get more detailed la
the other aspects. If we do some-! formation
from
the speakt i s
thing about the situation abroad,! themselves and other students

ROLLINS PLAYERS AIR
NEW DRAMATIC SERIES
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PHOF'S CORNER

SIXTEEN COBWEBBED CHESSMEN
Published
By the Students

Weekly
of Rollins

E3ntered as second class matter, November 14,
1925, at the post office at Winter Park, Florida,
under the act of March 3, 1879.
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the
United States $1.50 a term (10 weeks), $2.50 for

FRANK ALLEN LOOKS OVER
WAGNER'SVIEWSANDAiMS

So They S a y . . .

A LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE
AND PRIVATE ENTERPRISE

The true essence of the Rollins ConferBy WILLIAM B. WHITAKER
ence Plan lies in eager, whole-hearted parThe private, liberal arts college is not,
ticipation by everyone involved. You
Last week it seems I caused a turmoil
cannot be both a student and a spectator. seldom has been, and probably will not be,
self-supporting.
Its support must come
here at school by a few statements I made Let's look at the situation.
from contributions by people interested in
at Student Council meeting. These reQuote; "The Plan (followed by a derisive
marks were on the same general theme as guffaw). It works about as efficiently as human welfare through education.
In the American system of free entermany other, but false, statements I had a one-armed paper hanger with an active
prise, the people most
hesrd within the preceding three or four case of hives." Unquote. A generalizaJohn Vereen
able to make these necesTom Pickens weeks. These statements made by me were tion, true, but one that isn't uncommon to
sary contributions toward
Betsey Fletcher
the
average
student
here.
Of
course
the
taken
by
the
Pro's
and
Con's
alike
and
the support of colleges
Advertising Ma
what resulted we all know. The Sandspur blame is usually placed on the Profs.
are of three categories:
had the largest reading public since it came ^ ^ ^ ^ __^^_^^^^Sometimes this accusaa) pressure groups; b)
Fred McFalls,
^ ^ ^ ' > 3 ^ H t i o n is justified but genthose who have inherited
out in favor of Prohibition.
Betty Lou Browning, Valerie Stacy,
wraith gained through
•pf
-^^B^^^^'y ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ °^ ^^^
Green, Virginia Cheney
I have been asked by various students,
inisiness, or c) those who
^
8 I ^ B i " d o l e n t student in their
well-wishing ones and otherwise, if I had
iiave, by their own busi-^'Wj^Bsearch for a scapegoat of
f
%
ness efforts and acumen,
Ford, Catherine "Kay" Hosea, :
been shot at, if I were afraid to go past the
^ ^ ^ t h e i r own failures.
Whitaker
Marritt, Dawn Peters, Sally Stewart, Sue Van Administration office; I was told that I
The Rollins Conference accumulated wealth.
^Plan
in its simplest,
was on my way out at Rollins, and that all
It is obvious that the objectives of edu^ T w o r k a b l e form is more cation in a democracy cannot be served by
the professors were down on my neck.
|
than a scholastic chess the first category, the pressure groups.
To all these, I must say now, whether it I
Suit
game. Each individual as
Charles Josh
Woods,
Chuck
Paul Binn
It is fairly apparent that the large inbe fortunate or not, the answer is NO. j
Poole,
KayAyers,
McDonnell
a freshman, enters this fray with a com- herited fortunes of the past are rapidly
"•hoto^raphere
Nothing of this sort has or will happen. '•
, Stan Rudd, Dave McCreery,
plete set of chessmen. What happens as diminishing. Trends in government taxaI want to say at this time that I did I
Dave Manley
the terms move along? A small handful tion through the past two decades indicate
make a mistake in bringing my statements |
to the Student Council without first mak- of students aggressively carry the game. the end of what Thorstein Veblen called,
ing sure, not taking rumor, that President The remainder exercise one of their in- "unearned increment" in his THEORY OF
Wagner would be there or first talking alienable "rights of tuition" and sit com- THE LEISURED CLASS. The second
over those points with him. It was wrong placently on their posteriors never risking category then is rapidly failing as a source
to criticizs him without his being able to a single gilt-edged pawn. They fatten and of support for the private, liberal arts
answer this criticism and tell his position broaden one end while roughly thirty to colleges.
in the matter. Because of my actions and thirty-six inches above, severe etophy
What appeals can be made to the last
m the light of other things I have since debilitates the other. Total the score after category, other than the purely pragmatic?
learned, a grave injustice was rendered to the average tenure. They've baked a four The business man who has accumulated
President Wagner and perhaps Rollins as year loaf with the old man's or Uncle wealth will be interested in the answers
Sam's dough; developed enough graces to to two questions before giving away his
well.
I had a long talk with President Wagner meander through a social gauntlet with! wealth: a) Will the money accomplish
and each point that I made was discussed either a king or a proletariat; gathered a the results for which it is asked?; b) will
thoroughly. I sincerely wish that every working knowledge of pursuing the oppo- it be expended wisely, efficiently, and
student and professor could have listened site sex; possess a pseudo bachelor's degree economically?
to that discussion. We stayed through his and a degree of sceleriasis cerebrum; and
The results of a college education such
dinner hour and when we left I was well i-i some obscure corner they still have six- as we at Rollins purport to offer is
acquainted with his purpose, plans, and teen cobwebbed chessmen.
measured in the quality of OUR graduates.
aims for Rollins. I was given the answers
Engaging in mental chessmatics with the Under the leadership of Hamilton Holt,
to every rumor and question I could think local gantry can be enjoyable, highly in- that quality has been high, if his philosoof to ask about. I fully understand the formative and mighty educational. A quick i phies are adhered to most of us are conreasons behind President Wagner's moves check with the Administration office will vinced that the quality will go higher.
recently and why those moves had to be prove, that to date, they haven't issued any
For the answer to the second question
made, regardless of what was said or done exclusive franchises on this pursuit.
asked by the business man we can look
before. I talked freely and at length,
Next week:
Help Wanted—Male or forward to the actions of our new presiasked questions, and gave the opinions I Female.
dent. Under Paul Wagner, Rollins can
have heard both on the campus and off.
look forward to an era of efficient, ecoPresident Wagner listened with patience,
nomic, and wise expenditure of college
interest and cooperation, and when I had
STILL LOSING MONEY
monies in securing the best of liberal arts
finished, he explained to me, without any
education.
attempt at a "snow-job" or any other
In the effecting of those necessary economeans of subterfuge, simply"^, exactly, commies, toes will be stepped upon, pet projPresident Wagner announced last week pletely, reasons for everything he has done
ects will be surrendered, and, no doubt,
that next year the men's dorms will get at Rollins and what he hopes to do in the
feelings will be hurt. If we focus our atalong without housemothers. The reasons immediate future. The financial situation
By BOB VAN HOOSE
tention upon the objectives, if we concern
for the dropping of the five resident heads is the immediate problem and every action
Tho Rollins Center is still losing money
are economic. We think that it is a good is and will be toward taking care of this —even with careful management and a ourselves not with us, but with Rollins
College, our four years will be adventurthing for more than economic reasons. It situation.
heavy cut down on services. The Center
ous, illuminating, and deeply satisfying.
will be a challenge to the boarding men
will probably always lose money for want
If we attend only to self, promote only our
to accept the responsibility of being adults.
He explained housemothers, guest rooms, of sufficient volume.
own interests, fail to accept responsibilities
We love the house marms, but if we can music rooms, additional dormitories, addito me that as long as the Center that should be ours, our four years, and our
get along without their policeman duties, tional students, dropping of football, and
is doomed to deficits, the college, will b wastd.
let's do so. Today's tendency is to shift every other known question mark in the
losses should be made up
responsibility to the shoulders of someone minds of most students. This was done
Let us aid in seeing that the educational
by using the Center in
in authority. When we are younger, it is singly as I brought them up. I have never
philosophies of Hamilton Holt be brought
another capacity.
our parents and babysitters. In college had a more complete interview where I
to maximum fruition under the aegis of
it is the administration in the form of the got everything off my chest and came
Why not use it as a Paul Wagner.
Dean and the housemothers. After we away with a full understanding of each
business
administration
graduate it is the government. Here is point in question and with a great deal
laboratory for seniors in
a chance for us to be responsible for our ' better feeling about the future.
this field? This could be
own actions. The only gripe on the move
done by having
Mr.
I sincerely believe, with the laying of all j
to put us on our own will come from thost the facts on the table before me, that |
Tiedtke or one of the Dear Mr. Dunn-Rankin,
who do not want to accept the responsi President Wagner has every interest of j
Congratulations on your first issue of
Van Hoose
business profs teach a
bility of their own actions as citizens ir Rollins foremost in his heart and mind. I '
one term each year on small busi- the Sandspur. It contains some very readthe college community.
believe that just as soon as possible, he ness management. This course could deal able and provocative material. Is also
will do what he says and put football back specifically with all phases of running the proves once again that Rollins students are
in at Rollins. I know that, although the Center, and generally with principles of sincerely interested in defining their own
education.
changes made seemed strange to the ma- small business management.
This definition, by virtue of the comjority of us. President Wagner was workIf taught effectively, any business ading for the immediate, or future, best in- ministration senior completing this course plexity of the material involved, requires
Last week's Carnival netted a nice addi- terest of Rollins.
discussion
rather than argument; consid
successfully would be qualified to take
tion for the Rollins Scholarship fund. But
ered judgment rather than attack and de
In closing I want to say to each student over active management of the Center.
as a feather in the cap of our student
fense.
And
the administration of educa
One senior would then be selected to tion, involving as it does financial and
council it was even more of a success. that if you have any question in your mind
With just a month to get the show on the you want answered, go and talk it over manage the Center each term; receiving philosophical problems, must be ap
with
President
Wagner.
He
will
listen
to
three full course credits and very valuable proached in an equally rational manner.
road the council came through with the
leadership to put the Carnival over in a you and talk to you on everything you feel experience for his work. He should be
Were this a larger university, I would
big way. Much credit for the success of the important. Don't keep on circulating required to spend six or eight hours per
gladly carry on an extensive discussion in
rumors
before
you
know
the
facts,
or
facts
day on the job.
operation must go to the tireless Carnival
the columns of your newspaper of the
Chairman Dick Vreeland and his assistants. before you have the reasons behind the
This plan is worthy of consideration for problems, the policies, and the future pos
Individual groups came through with im- facts, as I did. Feel free to talk to Presi- two reasons: One, it would decrease the
sibilities of the college. Since this is Rol
aginative money-producing booths and the dent Wagner any time and above all, DO deficit by eliminating the managerial
lins, such a long-distance form of com
IT.
I
sincerely
think
that
he
is
a
friend
of
Alumni and Women's Associations cosalary. Two, it would give interested busi- munication is not necessary. If any indi
everyone
at
school
and
he
will
do
everyoperated in running some of the biggest
ness majors a valuable opportunity for vidual or group of individuals has any
moneymakers. To the accusations that thing in his power to help you in any way. putting the theories of business adminisquestion or suggestion or even rumor to
the council is a talkative do-nothing body I think this is the best way to help not tration into actual practice.
discuss with the president, I assure you his
the success of the Carnival is sufficient only yourselves, but others and Rollins.
It seems to me that the Rollins brand of door—at the office or at home—is alway-'
Sincerely yours,
answer.
progressive education would be greatly open.
DDR.
FRANK ALLEN.
enhanced if this plan were incorporated.
PAUL A. WAGNER.

t

NO MORE HOUSE MOTHERS
THE STUDENTS CHALLANGE

It Seems To Me

WAGNER OFFERS OPEN DOOR

A COUNCIL SUCCESS
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R O L L I N S

S A N D S P U R

CHI OMEGA AND DELTA CHI
CHOOSE PARISIAN THEME

UMM?—Corky Hall made a bigdred people received a PHD on
hit trying to register at the Orange the midway by consuming the
"'Kvening in P a r i s "
Court Hotel as Amy B. Onken, Indies educated hotdogs; Roilo
grand president ot Pi Bela Phi . . . Rollins by name . . . Delta Chi's
Ball Set April 2 9
"Thirty-three days 'till school's party was a fine success. FrcshWant lo spend an Evening in
out" is the welcome slogan of menJan McGaw and Paul Gelle,
Paris?
Now's your chance! The
Cloverleaf girls now . . . I f s tooJane Turin and Emory Hunter,
Orange Court Hotel Ballroom and
bad a certain Freshman girl Ralph Pernice and Bette DavidTerrace will be transformed into
"chickened out" of the plan to son, and Heather Nichools and
a Parisian dreamland Saturday
cheer John Gray up after his mis- Buddy Felix report a swell time
hap Saturday. Maybe it turned was had by all . . . Lambda Chi
night. In the flickering candleout properly after all—what say party Friday night was attended
light "of a small cafe," the orchesJohn? . . . The "lakeside" four- by all the crowd.
tra of "Edouard Coushine" will
some ot "three girls and a J o e "
play low strains of exotic music.
C O N G R A TULATIONS — to
had quite a cutthroat game of
The Chi Omegas and Delta Chis
Fiesta Queen Belty A, Smilh and
bridge on Sunday . . . Jolie
invito you and yours to make your
her lovely attendants . . . to Pat
Wheeler make a fine gamboling
entrance through the Arch of
Posten and Bill Golderick. It's
come-on . . . Cloverleaf is wonderTriumph
at 9 p.m. and dance 'til
funny how important things can
ing now how many dates Ann La
12:30. The attire for the "Evening
be overlooked. Party Line failed
Rue has a week.
i.T Paris" dance will be semi-forto mention Pat's Delia Chi sweetmal (evening dresses or ballerina
WEEKEND RAMBLINGS ^ A heart pin received from Bill quite
for ladies, suits or tux for men).
terrific report can be obtained on a ways back . . . to Carolyn Alfred
the W and L weekend from Rose for her four wheeled personality
Refreshments will be served
Naylor and alum June Nelson. in the form of a Chevrolet . . .
throughout
the evening. ChairCandidates shown above are Jane Kottmeier, T
Mention onions, latedates, or a
Crawford,
HOUSE ACTIVITIES—Pi Phi's
men of the ball are Betty Ann
Gloria
Gilbert,
Betty
Abbot
Smilh
and
Norman
Je
third party and an interesting gave a tea for their patronesses on
Thaggard.
Bayless, Chi Omega, and Ralph
story is bound to insue . . . Fiesta Thursday, April 20th. Actives,
Seidel, Delta Chi.
produced its slate of incidents Housemothers and Patronesses FIESTA QUEEN BETTY SMITH CHOSEN
worthy of re-hash. Dan Daugh- filled the Mayflower living room
The beauty candidates were the udii
KAPPA'S FACULTY TEA
erty now claims the title of Theta for a fine afternoon . . . The Indies spaikling Saturday night as they
Lovely, charming Betty Abcarpenter. X-Club should send are looking forward to and hoping passsd in front o fthe judge's
bott Smith, daughter of Mr and Delta Epsilon Chapter of Kappa
him back for a firearms degree. for a perfect Pelican weekend in stand. Prasident Paul A. WagKappa
Gamma has invited the
Mrs. E. E. Smith of Orlando was
Their Monte Carlo was a burning which to relax before beginning nzr, "Prexy" and Mrs, Rhea
judged Queen o fthe Carnival. members cf the faculty, their
business . . . Jeannie Wiselogel's in earnest on their May musical. . . Smith alais Dorothy Lockhart, diNorma Jean Thaggard of Fort wives, the deans, and the resident
sign over the Phi Phi booth was a PLEDGED—Gamma Phi Beta rector of the Town Hall Series.
Myers and Gloria Gilbert of Tam- heads, to a tea this afternoon from
masterpiece until the wind got proudly announces the pledging of There were so many beautiful
pa were selected as Miss Smith's 4 to 6 at Pugsley Hall.
hold of it. Could that be the rea- Alice (Shorty) Berasligin . . .
Mae Wallace and Jo Heller,
damsEls that the judges had to attendants. The other candidates
so.i Dale Travis sold more candy,
INITIATION—Newest X-Club speculate for quite some time were Jane Kottmeier, Jo Hall, Tia joint social chairmen, made arpeanuts and cigarettes just ped- active is Don Corrigan.
which th^y did not seem to mind Crawford, Phyllis McRae, Linda rangements for about 150 people.
dling than the booth did? . . .
The reception committee, conin the l:ast o rso their smiles told Schults, Sally Lane, Dione Barnes.
Quite a few Kappa's have colds
sisting of Marty Rowsey, Carol
. . . According to receipts, six hunPosten,
Ann Greene,
Diane
T H E T A PELICAN
Jo Dunn and Carolyn
Roving
McFalls & Wagner Recital Vigeant,
Maass greeted the guests. Mrs.
TOP-NOTCH FUN
Georgia Enright, house mother of
Photographer
Prajsed by Music CritiCi
the Kappas, served.
By DAWN PETERS
lems as the Fiesta, basketball
The questicn for this week is,
THE CYRI LEE
tournament and chaperones, the "What is your opinion on the ad- Fred McFalls and Mary J o
111 E. Welbourne Ave.
Thetas and their dates finally min'stration's decision not to have Wagner gave able performances
WINTER PARK
got to the Pelican this last week- any housemothers for the men's at their Junior Recital at the
Winler Park
DRIVE-IN
Woman's Club on Sunday, April
end. By eleven Saturday night, dorms next year?"
the last of the 16 couples had
Jean Curry—I think 23, at 8:15 P.M.
THEATRE
finally arrived and the party was
Fred, a little nervous at the beunderway.
ginning, swung right into a flne,
them away,
capable style, and played well
Everyone had fun and got
Choice Selection of
with
thereafter. ,He gave, in three difplenty of sun, as they were luck>
April 30, May 1, May 2
ferent styles, Fritz Kreisler's Prein having such beautiful weather
"DEAR W I F E "
lude and Allegro, Grave, Sicilenne
Mother's Day Gifts However, everyone missed Hobo,
and Rigaudon as his flrst offering.
who flew to Miami Friday night
His second piece was Mozart's
Hosiery—Lingerie—Blouse!
to see her mother at the hospital
Concerto in D. Major.
The Thetas are indebted to
HERB FARM PERFUMES
Mary J o sang a variety of
Franz Staugler's folks (including
May 3 and May 4
French, English, and Italian songs,
little Stevie) for being such \ion'PERFECT STRANGERS"
among them Haydn's "The Merdcrful chaperones.
maid's Song" and "Sympathy,"
besides some by Massenet and
COLOR CARTOONS
Grieg. Apart from a slight lack
of feeling in their work, Mary Jo
and Fred performed well, and
were well received by their audi" W H E N WILLIE COMES
MARCHING HOME"
'OFF S T A G E '
pu/uc/
with Dan Doiley
An idealist is a person who
helps
other
people
to
be
prosperALSO COLOR CARTOON AND NEWS
,ttlDMKERSCOW,f^j,^^^.

S U N I L A N D TRAVEL BUREAU
Specializing in Latin American Tours

P R O c t e R F o o V w E A R LTD.
352 PARK AVE. N.

PROCTOR CENTRE

BONNIE JEAN
Now yours for the asking —
Black wing collared cotton blouse $3,95
Also scoop-neck black blouses
Bright desert colored skirtS-

C. A. McABEE—your travel agent
(No Se

WINTER PARK

_ $3.95

$4.95 & up

RANDOM THOUGHTS
By IVES
It may be noble to profit by
your own mistakes, but it's certainly more fun if they are someThere are few less desirable
traits than to advance the history
of what one has done well in the
past as justification for present
inertia.
Abstinence makes the heart
grow fonder.
Did you ever have the urge,
when someone speaks of a garment being frayed, to ask what it
is 'fraid of?
SARTOON: A sataric cartoon.

30 E. Pine, Orlando
LANIER TRAVEL SERVICE

"Flowers For A l l Occasions"

Qreen Qaraen^
Corsages for $1.00 up
Gateway Corners . . .
.»

Winter Park 3-7481
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TARLETS BARELY DEFEATED
By KAY M C D O N N E L L

4

The Rollins Tarlets, meeting the '
best opposition in Central Florida, |
rolled up victory after victory to;
compile an amazing record of 15 I
games won and none lost for the j
1950 season.
In very few games were the l
Tarlets seriously threatened as the i
711 points scored to their oppo-1
nents' 471 well shows.
In the scoring department, three I
By CHARLES WOODS
girls racked up over 100 points. I
Doris Jensen leads wilh 263,
vever, the play around second
The first round of the intraGinny Apgar wos second with
___ .__ 2 became hopeless as the opal softball race concluded on
219, Marnee Norris look third. Monday, April 24th, with the position, the Lambda Chis in parplace with 145 poinlE. Much credit Lambda Chis and Ihe X Club tied ticular, were getting extra base
goes to Carol Herring whose ac- j^j. ^j^^ league lead. However, the gifts on balls that were practicalcurate passes sei up many Rollms surging Independents are only ly rolled to second base. In sudI trailing these red-hot teams by 1 "Barefoot Boy" Pierre Thompson
Twelve of the victories were I full game.
I in the outer pastures to patrol
scored at the expense of City
I The Indies are no dyed-in-the- ' left field and moved Bob McCourt
League opponents in Orlando. The
wool team. Instead, this smart- ! and Joe Augeri back to their old
other three were non-league tilts.
' looking aggregation dressed
i key stone posts. This , however,
The Tarlets entered the Florida
State Women's Basketball Tourna- I black and green game shirts h a v e . was of no avail as the Sigma Nus
smacked
out
56
base
hits
for
a
i
scored 4 runs on 5 errors. This
ment held in Orlando April 20
, total of 55 runs. In performing problem seems endless.
through 22.
!
this
remarkable
feat,
the
Indies.
What can a pitcher do with
The firsl contest was againsi the
have blasted intramural pitchinq ' such poor support? George LymWAVES from Pensacola. Rollii
came out on top with a score of 39 ! ^'- ^ '^^^ ^^^^' battering KA, hurl- burn and Art Gregory have pitch
twenty booming runs and ed fine ball for the Indies,
to 36. However, the tired girls
were required lo play another slugging 15 runs against the Delta foct, these two members of the
den
desperation,
Lymburn put, team get much of the credit for
game the same night against
Jack's Cookies from Tampa, which Chis in a game that was climaxed the success of the Independent
by
Dick
Vreeland's
game-winning team.
has won Ihe championship for the
past Ihree years. Our team lost' ^^^"^^ ^"^"^ Against the Sigma Nus,
for the first lime with a score of' ^^^ Independents continued their
SIGMA NU
52-41. The following day we lost onslaught as they slammed 11
^ne week ago the Sigma Nus
c nother game to a Tampa team, runs across the plate.
re one of the chief contenders
putting the Tarlels out of Ihe i -Although, the Indies have scorthe softball league. However,
lournament.
j ed 55 runs, the opposition has
Ironically, the State champs j tallied 50 markers on account of | since that time the Sigma Nus
turned out to be Pat's Plasterers, I a sloppy defens high-lighted by jhave faltered badly, losing three
who have lost to Rollins four 19 errors. Cap- n George Lym-1 in a row, and are resting in the
times this year.
burn has tried every possible uncomfortable positon of fourth
For recognition of a fine season, i thing to overcome this problem, place on account of constant reSigma Nu presented Ihe team with I First, he broke up his second shuffling of the lineup. This is
a trophy inscribed wilh every base combination to give the out- particularly confusing to this specgirl's name.
field sufficient defensive strength, tator who saw the Sigma Nus 1am• baste the Delta Chis 26 to 3. The
next game the Sigma Nus presented another lineup. Instead of
having Pontius playing in the outfield, he was performing at third
base. In fact Pontius has played
a different position every game,
playing left field, third base, second base, catcher, and first base.
(May 14th)
This is not all, the Sigma Nus have
• used four catchers, two second
basemen, two first basemen, three
third basemen, two pitchers, and
"By the Bank"
. a countless number of outfielders.
The spectator is becoming so confused, that he cries out, "Who is
on first?", and "What's on sec-

Sigma
Nu

Intramural indepenSoftball

MOTHER'S DAY CARDS
AND GIFTS

BRADFORD'S STATIONERS, INC.

Before You Vote
Ask Yourself these Questions:
How was / doing before

Roosevelt??

How am I doing TODAY??
rial electio
important than the on
ISN'T IT TRUE • that today you, your family, and
your friends a e sharing more of the good thing*
of life than ev

ISN'T IT TRUE » that things like Social Se
Minimum Wage, and Farm Support have inc
nd...ISN'T IT TRUE - that mo»t of these i
c r e a t e d by r
ond P e p p e r '

Before you vote ask yourself -- How
am I doing Today? Then vote to
I to office a man who ha;
so much for the prosperity of all
Americans... CLAUDE PEPPER.

dents

Lifeguards
Work Dally

Mooney AllRound Athlete

By CHUCK AYRES
Men dash back and forth pullthat George Mooney, Winter
ing each other out of the water,
breaking death grips and all sorts Park's gift to Rollins College,
of manly things when little Mary played through four years of varWelsh appears. She heads the sity football without so much as
life saving class and really cracks receiving a scratch. "G. W." atths whip. Every afternoon around tributes his amazing success to the
four-thirty, the class of ten future stimulating effects of wine, womlifeguards don Iheir suits and go j en, and song. During his sopohothrough all sorts of antics in prep- • more year on the Tar eleven
aration of saving a life in the j George was selected All-American
future.
Mary Bailey, Mariella ! Guard on the Williamson Little
V/aite, Jane Kottmier, Sally Lane, All-American Team.
and Barbara Feidleson are the I "G" also plays a pretly fair
gals who think they will be able brand of softball considering the
to pull some muscle man out of I mediocre perforniance of his team.
the water. Bob Healh, life guard Only a few days ago "G. W."
at the water front, heads the male staggered to the plate, hardly able
contingent of hopefuls. Emory : to see, and proceeded to blast one
Hunter, Franz Staugler, J, B. Han- of Joe Swicegood's offerings a
num and Josh Poole are the other country mile into deep center field
men that are learning that drown- for his team's only tallies of the
ing is not the best policy.
i game.
is oddity, conThe "Whizzer," as he is popuOther water front activities insidering thai most learns have difcluded the big Swim Test Day I larly called by his pals, entered
ficulty in finding one hopeful for
at which seven beginners crossed Rollins as an eager-beaver fresheach position, this spectator would
and recrossed the lake in true I man in the fall of 1946. This attilike to see the Sigma Nus field
beginners' style to complete a tude was justified for his efforts
tlheir opening lineup of Dick
training course where the incom- I paid off in the form of a handsome
i Baldwin, first base; Jim Bedorparable Fleet Peeples has taken , " B " average for the four-year
tha, second base; Ronnie Frymire,
parable Fleet Peeples has made : span.
shortslop; Dan Pinger, third base;
non swimmers into regular lake
Only a few short months before
Flowers, catcher; Cashwell, pitchcrossers that covers at least a the Rollins episode. Lieutenant
er, and outfielders, Matchett Harquarter-mile distance. Although Mooney, a hot-rock P-51 pilot,
per, Pontius, and Staughler, so
the average time for the swim>- was observed bailing out of his
I that Ihe Sigma Nus will have a
mers is fifteen minutes. Fleet is wrecked aircraft somewhere over
little permanence in their Ieam
doing a grand job in turning out the China Sea. However, our hero
I sei up. Shuffling the lineup has
swimmers to do the racing back
managed to knock one Japanese
I hurt the batting average that has
stroke, the crawl and the breast
"Zero" out of Ihe sky before hitslumped lo a .251 mark. Also the
stroke.
I defense has committed seven
ting the drink. Prior to this unerrors in Ihe last three games.
Joe Swicegood, Rollins past fortunate mishap George successI However, with all this switching center, is training for the test j fully participated in forty misI in the Sigma Nu lineup, the team swim and hopes to be able lo cross sions during his tour of duty in
' has displayed a great amount of by Ihe end of the term. Although I the Pacific Theate.T of Operations,
j hustle and spirit on the field, Joe is a superior athlete in other
Today the "Whizzer," who is
whether the Sigma Nus have won sports, Ihe North Carolina boy i idolized by men and adored by
• lost. As a spectator, though, it just never got in water bigger than women, stands on the threshold
I simplifies matters to know who is , the bathtub. Learning to swim I of graduation. But it is for us
on first. If the Sigma Nus e v e r ' is hard for adults, but under the who have had the pleasure of
, field tho same team twice they expert instruction, many Rollins knowing him' to extend our best
j could stir up some trouble, as they I students are finding that swim- wishes for his success in the days
! did when they edged the Lambda ming can be accomplished.
I ahead.
i Chis 10-9 in one of the most thrll- i
• ling games of the season, and I
A
conservative
is
a
man
who
is
life.
There are two tragedies
cruise right back into the thick of I
too cowardly to fight and too fat One is not to get your heart'
I the hectic softball league scramble.
to run.
desire. The other is to get it.
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Faculty Displays BIG BLUE
Athletic Talent

There aro seven more games on
the Tars baseball ^late and these
' will decide the state champion• ship. In order for the blue and
geld to win, they have to come
through these unconquered. After
By PAUL BINNER
: playing North Carolina this weekIn view of recent necessary slashes in athletic expenditures, I
I end completing the '50 schedule,
thought I would make a survey of untapped sources of lettermen
the Tars will have completed a
on campus. This is, of course, only a very superficial sampling and
I twenty-nine game schedule that is
I feel sure that if this subject is gone into deeply enough, students,
I tough for any college ball club.
as a source of our athletic teams, could be done away with entirely.
With two good pitchers, one inAs replacements for Jim Mac-*?*
jured senior and an up and comDougall's tennis team I unearthed I
1950 INTRAMURAL
ing sophomore, Don Work, the
Professors Fenlon and Fischer, I
SOFTBALL SCHEDULE
seven state games loom as the dewho, I feel sure, would more than
(Second Half)
ciding point for the ball club. The
adequately fill the shoes of deApril 25—Sigma Nu vs. Delta ; men have had a hard season, winparting lettermen Ricardo Bal- April 25 Sigma Nu vs. Delta Chi. ning the majority of games, and
biers and Norman Copeland. This
26 Independents vs. Kappa have a better than average chance
only infers, of course, that both
27 Lambda Chi Alpha vs, of winning the remaining seven.
gentlemen have rather large feet;
Sigma Nu.
Although the U. of Florida beat
whether or not they could meas28 Delta Chi vs. Kappa the team in the games of April 21
Take me uut tu the ball game was the cry after the Fiesta parade
Alpha.
ure up to other requirements is a
and 22, the Tars will get another last Friday and that is exactly what these students did. Parked on
May
Independents
vs. X crack at them on May 12 and 13. Jeanie Wiselogel's car are students Dale Travis, Mary Thompson
moot point.
Club.
Also Stetson, who is the leading and Jim Mellon. Hank Gooch and attractive Dianne Vigeant seem
Strong contenders for positions
X Club vs. Sigma Nu.
team in the stale, will be exposed to be holding their Chevie in place, while Scotty Witherall surveys
on our baseball team would be
Independents vs. Delta to defeat May 9. The situation, the ball game.
Professors France and Russell.
however, is pretly good. With the
Professor France should have litAlumni Joe Masters is winking at the photographer, while Kit
X Club
Lambda Chi new infield combination of George Bowen is just looking. Student spirit runs wild at such thrillers
tle trouble taking the first base
Whidden at short and Dickie Wil- as the blue and gold batsmen have provided for the colloge. Old
Alpha.
position away from the ageing
liams
at
third,
the
fielding
has
Kappa
Alph
Harry Hancock, while Professor
Chuck Spellsburg is peeking around Dianne and all in general seem
improved. Jim Cavello, who has to be having a good time.
Russell could hypnotize the team
Independents
Lamb- been affected by a shoulder ininto rejuvenated action in addiFlorida came through with the first victory of a two-game battle
jury that occurred ihis summer
da Chi Alpha
tion to taking care of bats, balls,
Friday, but the students still cam^e Saturday when the Gator team
has steadily increased lo his usual
Kappa Alph
water buckets, and various other
downed the Tars for the second time. The ball club appreciates the
pitching
level.
Club.
paraphernalia.
support of the students as the late rallies of the student body have
Delta Chi vs Lambds
Joe Justice would have half of
On May 2, the team will play had remarked effects. During several games, when the Tars were
Chi Alpha.
his backfield set with Professor
a weak Tampa team and that will behind, the students cheered and clapped their ball club to the win
Sigma Nu vs. Independ give them a breather before meet- column. Clyde Stevens, veteran righthander, has retired to the
France at half-back and Dr. Rusing Florida Southern and the U. showers and found that through student participation won ball
sell at the quarter-back spot. Both
16 Delta Chi vs. X Club.
of M. the 3rd, 5th and 6th. The
of these gentlemen earned their
17 Kappa Alpha vs. Lamb- team is being supported by the
varsity letters while in college
da
Chi
Alpha.
students in its bid for the chamand have had considerable oppionship, and is regarded as the
portunity to assimilate advanced
SOFTBALL SCORES
outsanding contender for the
techniques since that time.
! X Club 11, K.A. 3.
title, even though it is not leading
After football season was over
Lambda Chi 5, Delta Chi 1.
the
race at the present.
these same two indefatigable fel- : Independents 11, Sigma Nu 4.
lows would be equally at home
X Club 18, Delta Chi 5.
on the basketball court.
After ' Lambda Chi 24, K.A. 5.
Prescriptions Accurately Filled
Sigma Nu 10, Delta Chi 5.
all, what does Pete Fay have that
VOLLEYBALL SCORES
couldn't be compensated for by !
102 N. PARK AVE.
W I N T E R PARK
Theta 38, Gamma Phi 27.
greater experience and maturity.
Phi Mu 34, Chi Omega 33.
Not only do we have a wealth
Dial 4-3371
of unused talent along the lines
By KAY M C D O N N E L L
of all our conventional sports, but
The annual girls' intramural
we also have possibilities for new
swimming meet, originally schedteams. Prof. Fischer, a former
The Sandspur tries to give i uled for next Sunday, has been
member of the Swiss Alpine Club,
: postponed by the
intramural
who has climbed and fallen off of something away and can't d
two board until May 14.
seme of the best-known mountains Any
will
receive
ticketsstudent
to the Be
acham
Theatre if
This meet is one of the main
in Europe, would be an excellent they fill out the entry blank and
choice as an instructor for a Rol- come anywhere near the correct features in the spring intramural
calendar, bringing out the talented
lins Promontory Ascension and
i weekly contest
Descension Society. This sugges- designed to give the winners a big swimmers of each group. All
organizations are asked lo have a
tion is extremely timely in view
list of entries and events entered
of the majestic mound of sand
Each week there will be a blank submitted lo Sara Jane Dorsey as
Have our Campus Representative
rising in the center of the horse- printed on Ihe sports page. Clip
soon as possible.
Pick Up and Deliver Every Day
All in all, even a superficial out the blank and put it in the
Events for this year include the
sampling of the faculty, such as contest box in the Cenler. Wrack
between 4:30 and 6:00.
. 25-yard dash, 50-yard free style
I have attempted, seem'S to indi- your brain, use your judgment and
I relay, breast stroke and plunge
ONE DAY SERVICE — NO EXTRA CHARGE
cate that Rollins need never have turn in the calculations by twelve
for distance.
a paucity of athletes if the people noon on Friday.
j To be eligible for entrance and
Phone 35771
that are already here will only
One Val Stacy won the contest championship points, an organizaget out there and fight for the last week by guessing the score ' tion must enter at least five
1021 ORANGE AVE.
of the first Florida game and com- events.
dear old Big Blue.
ing close to the other events.
Surely the male population can
Remember that the most beau give these women a little competithe tion.
tiful things in the world
most useless; peacocks and lil
SANDSPUR ENTRY BLANK
for example.
SANDSPUR
PREDICT SCORES
Baseball
The greatest of faults, I should
BOOKSHOP
Rollins
North Carolina ..
ay, is to be conscious of none.
Rollins
North Carolina
Tampa
Rollins
Across from
Florida South.
RoUins(diagonally across from the Orlando Post Office)
See Florida by bike
Tennis
The Colony
PresbyterianOn Main St.
RENT ONE
Golf
. Florida State__
From
Specializing in all types of

STUDENTS WATCH GAME

TAYLOR'S PHARMACY

Girls' Sorority
Meet Postponed

ValStacy Wins

WINTER-LAND
CLEANERS

Denmark^s
spown^su COOPS

The Wood Shop
$4.00 a week
$1.50 a day

SHEPARD'S

.25 an hour

HOME OF THE "ROLLINS

The Wood Shop
3-3301

athletic and recreational equipment for
Sorority, Fraternity, or individual needs
For the best in athletic equipment ask for

LOHGWOOd HOTH

Reserve a bike for
The Weekend Now!

258 Park Ave.

Halfway between Sanford
and Orlando off Route 17
92, 1 mile west of Sanford
Orlando Kennel Club.

ROOM"

Luncheon $1.25
SMORGASBOARD
Dinner $1.50
Serving Daily from NOON Until 9 p. m. Menus from
$1.50 gladly submitted for Porties^nd Bonquets.

Walter Hudson
For the latest news or hints on fishing ask for
Tom Denmark

ROLLINS

FIESTA FLOURISHES WiTH FUN & FINANCIAL GAINS
The Fiesta opened last Friday
with a colorful parade which
started at 3:30 from the campus.
There forunately was no rain, like
last year, to drench the fair locks
of our ten candidates for "Queen
of the Carnival," Phyl McRae, Dee
Barnes, Linda Schults. Jo Hall,
J a n e Kottmeier, Gloria Gilbert,
Sally Lane, Norma Jean Thaggard
and Betty Smith. Gayly decorated
cars followed out the general
themes of the vario L;S booths
which sprouted on the Sandspur
Bowl on Saturday morning.
Everywhere concession stands
popped
up with
culticolored
stresmers and big signs. The Rollins family was sponsoring a
Spring Carnival to collect money
for the Rollins Scholarship Fund.
The Alpha Phi Lambda's pennypitching stand didn't fail to attract
the crowds. Many eager customers bent precariously over the
thin railing in the attempt to put
that last penny in one of the little
dishes floating in the water tub.
But never was any fun being at
a fair without a hot dog, so the
Independent Women had a stand
selling College educated weiners.
Then there was the Music
Guild's Golf Course for beginners
and pros alike, a good old Bingo
PEPPER HOLT
(Continued from Page 1)
to say that it was a Coolidge
year."
In his speech. Senator Pepper
spent a short time on what he
called "Partin' with Martin." Referring to Martin Andersen, publisher of the Orlando morning and
eve.iing papers. Pepper said, "My
old friend has been a little severe
lately. When Andersen was for
me, I squeeked into office—but
when he was most bitterly opposed to me, I won by a big majority. Martin has said that we
need a new Senator. I say that
we need a new paper in Orlando."
The Senator stated his political
philosophy when, he said, "The
Democratic Party should be the
truly liberal party. I believe in
the greatest good for the greatest
number with special privilege for

game sponsored by the Administration Building, a rummage sale
set up by the Rollins Alumni, a
concession called Roll-a-Ball and
the familiar Wheel of Fortune going round and round to the fated
number.
Chi Omega had a lovely cakewalk with luscious two layer
cakes as prizes while in contrast,
the Delta Chi's gave you the
chance to throw one perfectly dry
Rollins student into a tub of water
lying below him.
The Women's Association had a
wonderful
following. Their
Thieves' Market was a real success. People flocked there to exaniine, choose and buy some of
the lovely and useful things.
With all their purchases tucked
under their arms, many had their
pictures taken at President and
Mrs. Wagner's concession. Mrs.
Wagner's drawing of the headless
horseman was an amusing background as customers put their
heads through the headless opening.
By golly, there was a pie-eating
contest too, about 16 contestant
formed p^irs and fed chocolate
cream pies to one another. The
winner wai Don Sisson who ate
his way through to the pie plate
faster than anyone else and was
officially proclaimed the champion.
An old fashicn melodrama was
presented entitled "He Ain't Done
Right by Nell" . . . to top the
drama, vegetables were sold at the
door to really pay the villian for
his evil deeds. A buffet supper
was given at 5 p.m.
At eight o'clock. Judges Hamilton Holt, Dorothy Lockhart, and
President Wagner, chose Betty
Abbot Smith as "Queen of the
Carnival" with Norma Jean Thaggard and Gloria Gilbert as attendants.
For a worthy cause and with
much noteworthy participation
Rollins received a final total of
$1,311.31 for its Scholarship Fund.

Paul Runyon Opens
Art Exhibit at Casa

After stating his interest and
The Irter-American Center of
support of local issues, the Senator went on to national questions. Rollins College will feature for
He supported his vote against the' the first time in its history a stuTaft-Hartley act when he said, "It dent exhibit of paintings done by
was designed to beat down the Paul Runyon, Panamanian artist
wage of the worker; it was not de- who is an undergraduate student
at Roiiins.
signed to stop strikes."
Touching on Communism, the
The exhibit will formally open
Senator said, "I am a red in only Friday, April 28, and will run
two ways: I have a red nose and throughout the month of May in
a red face from the Florida sun, the Casa Iberia.
Mrs. Angela
and I have red American blood in Campbell will honor Mr. Runyon
my veins.
with an informal reception Friday
In a brief interview following night at tha Casa Iberia.
the speech he admitted that he
This is the first exhibition of
had changed his speech somewhat student paintings to be shown at
following
Holt's
introduction. the Casa, and interested students
Commenting on Pepper's speech, are urged to come and see them.
Holt said, "He did just what I:
wanted, he put it on a level where j
it ought to be."
of the Shrev,
nd Mon., "Black Hand,'
8:15—"Taming of the Shrew."
*at.. AprU 29
6 P.M.—Tea for Faculty
Avenue," Thurs. and Fri.
9:45 A. M.—Chapel Sei
Mon. and Tues. time, 11, 1:11, 3:22^ Memorial Chapel.
5:33, 7:44, 9:55.
rse A
GRAND—Thurs. thru Sat.. "The Baron
cf Arizosia." 1:27, 3:27, 5:27, 7:27.
-ity and Fraternity
;nt C
al A
Knowles Chapel.
and "Chinatown ;
7:30—Ali College movie, Annie Russell.
8:15—Phi Beta play, "Hayfc
"Drums of the Congo."
Fred Stone—Sponsors' Night.
Fri. and Sat., "Code of the Silver
4:30—Student organ recital, Knowles
and "Rose of Washingtoi Chapel.
6:30—Community dinner, C e n t e r
VOGUE—Thurs. thru Sat., "Montana" Patio.
also "Blondie Hits the Jackpot." 8:15—Hayfever, Phi Beta play, Fred
8:15—Jeannette "Webman Levy piano
Annie Russell.
WINTER PARK DRIVE-IN—Sun. thru recital,
7:30—Independent Ama
Tues., "Dear i
Thurs., May 3, 4,
feet Strangers.
May 5, 6, "'

: -. ^^^^ .

SANDSPUR

Gooch & Vigeant
In Auction Play
The Winter , P a r k chapter ot
United World Federalists with the
cooperation of members of the
Orlando and Rollins College chapters cf the organization will present a gala evening of entertainment on the veranda ot the Winter Park Woman's Club, Saturday, April 29, at 8:15 P. M.
A ons-act comedy, "The Country Auction," will be the highlight of the evening, which will
reach its climax when the plan
turns into a real-life auction open
for the participation of the entire
audience.
Two Rcllins students, who are
a steady couple. Hank Gooch and
Eiane Vigeant, are participating
with Horace Tollefson, our librarian, and Dr. Hamilton Holt
among the leaders of this benefit.
A small charge is being made
for admission and tickets are
availabl; in Orlando at McVicar's
Bookstore.
All funds raised by the benefit
will be devoted to educational
work by the United World Federalists in connection with the
world government referendum to
be voted on by Floridians this
Fall.
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Choir Visits Holt Mtunn-Ranhin
Cup Again
Sets Choral Vespers Wins
The Speech Society, after eat-

The Knowles Memorial Chapel
Choir will present a choral vesper
service Sunday, May 7 at 4:30 p.m.
The choir has selected pieces
they have enjoyed
singing
throughout the year. Among the
numbers to be included are the
•'Cantata No. 4," Bach's great
musical interpretation of Christ's
struggle over death, and Christiansen's "Beautiful Savior."
The highlight of the Chapel
Choir's
social
activities
this
month will follow the vesper service en Tuesday, May 9, when the
choir members and their dates
will have a picnic at Rock Springs.
Leavi.Tg Rollins after lunch, the
group plans to enjoy an afternoon
of swimming, eating, and singing.
Last Friday evening, the Chapel
Choir visited Dr. Holt at his home
on Genius Drive for a delightful
evening of music.
Ll the form of an informal rehearsal, "Shorty" Woodruff directed the choir in several of
Prexy's favorite selections. "Various instrumental and vocal solos
were rendered by Bill Madsen,
Joanne
Byrd,
Art
Gregory,
Jeannine Romer, Vincent Gehr,
Jackie Biggerstaf, Ann Lovell,
Mary Louise Sinclair and Professor Fisher.
For a change in mood and

ing dinner at Beans, held their
meeting in the Speech "Shack"
instead of Sullivan House, their
usual gathering place.
Derek Dunn-Rankin, with his
humorous speech on "How to
Be a Parlor Psychologist," won
the cup for the second time in
succession. He is the only member who has achieved this double
honor. Bill Schaefer won second
place for the fourteenth time. Jug
(Gordon) Stang spoke on "Perfume for Men." Dan Eastwood,
Jr., spoke on "It Costs So Little
to Travel First Class."
Other speakers included Betty
Garrett, Dick Vreeland, Paul
Gallo and Hal Suit.
Note: Mary Delano, chairman
of the Speech Society, announced
that anyone interested in being
on the debate team next year
should come to the May meeting
of the Speech Society or contact
Mr. Whittaker.
tempo, a special secular choral
group sang a selection of novelty
numbers which were directed by
members of the group themselves.
At the conclusion of the evening, Prexy taught the choristers
a couple of ear-catching Yale
ditties and accompanied them in
his own Rollins Chapel Song.
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